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IQ is a leading information resource for  
the international live music business.
IQ operates across multiple platforms including IQ-mag.net, our 
daily Index newsletter, IQ Magazine and a number of annual reports, 
including the International Ticketing Yearbook. 

IQ has a monthly reach of up to 50,000 highly-engaged professionals 
working in the global concert and festival businesses. Our daily 
newsletter, Index, boasts over 15,000 subscribers. 

IQ’s readership includes the leading innovators and operators in 
concert and show promotion, including concert promoters, booking 
agents, festival organisers and venue operators. We set the agenda 
for the live music industry through compelling content – news, 
comment, features, analysis and in-depth reports – that our audience 
wants to read, share, and contribute to.

At the start of the COVID pandemic, IQ increased its editorial output 
in line with the need for accurate and up-to-date information by the 
business. And as we head into 2022, the magazine will return to a 
printed format. 

IQ is a title for the industry, by the industry.

ABOUT IQ
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WHAT WE DO
IQ MAGAZINE | IQ-MAG.NET | IQ INDEX

IQ Magazine is home to our long-form features  
and analysis, and interviews with the biggest  
names in the industry.

Regular features include:
In Brief A roundup of the month’s headlines
New Signings The latest acts signed by international 
agents alongside a free monthly Spotify playlist
Your Shout A lighthearted glimpse into the lives  
of our readers and their experiences
Comment Professionals write directly to their  
peers on key issues and topics

IQ Magazine lands on  the desk of the biggest  
names in the industry
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Welcome to IQ Magazine’s 2021 Green 
Guardians Guide – an annual list (and 
badge of honour) that we launched last 
year to boost the profile of those working 
at the forefront of sustainability, in the 
hope that it might also inspire others 
to take up the challenges of making 
live events, and day-to-day life, more 
environmentally friendly.

T he Green Guardians Guide is 
spearheaded by IQ and the Green 
Events & Innovations Confer-
ence, which is holding its in-
augural summer edition on 16 

September and will be featuring represent-
atives of a number of this year’s shortlisted 
Green Guardians. Tickets for the event can 
still be purchased by clicking here.

This year’s winners have been chosen by 
a judging panel that includes experts from 
A Greener Festival, Greener Events, Julie’s 
Bicycle, the Sustainability in Production 
Alliance, the Sustainable Event Council 
and the Tour Production Group.

The 2021 list includes 40 entries across 
eight categories, highlighting some of the 
organisations and individuals who are work-
ing so tirelessly to reduce the carbon foot-
print of the live entertainment business.

As the live evnts business around the 
world begins its road to recovery, numer-
ous companies and professionals have 
made pledges to build back better. One of 
the goals of our annual Green Guardians 
Guide is to point the decision makers to-
ward suppliers and consultants who can 
help everyone involved in the live enter-
tainment industry to improve their sustain-
ability credentials.

Feature_LGBTIQ+ LIST 2021
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LGBTIQ+ LIST 2021_Feature

LIST 2021

The wait is finally over:  
 Magazine’s first annual LGBTIQ+  

List launches here and now.
The LGBTIQ+ List 2021 celebrates the outstanding LGBTIQ+ professionals who make an immense 
impact in the international live music business. This year’s top 20, as nominated by our readers and 
verified by our esteemed steering committee, have gone above and beyond to wave the flag for a 
more diverse and inclusive industry – one that we can all be proud of. Drumroll please…

Sound, Lights & Screens_Feature
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Feature_Sound, Lights & Screens

SOUND,
LIGHTS &
SCREENS:
DON’T CALL IT A COMEBACK
As festivals and gigs start to resume in earnest, sound, lighting and 
video screen contractors are suddenly finding themselves inundated 
with business again. Derek Robertson learns about the rollercoaster 
ride that suppliers have experienced during the pandemic.

D
o you remember at which point the se-
verity of the Covid-19 pandemic first hit 
home? For some, it was when they sus-
pended all flights to mainland China. 
Or when the UK government admitted 
that we faced a “substantial period of 
disruption… due to the outbreak.” For 

others it was the realisation that, after the an-
nouncement on 9 March  of a strict nationwide 
quarantine in Italy, lockdowns were coming to 
us all. For those whose livelihoods were invested 
in the music industry, watching all of this unfold 
prompted an increasing feeling of dread.  

For Yvonne Donnelly Smith, music lighting 
sales director of PRG – a global company operat-
ing audio, camera, lighting, and various other pro-
duction services – that latter date was particularly 
significant. “I got my first email from Bryan Ad-
ams’ team saying: ‘All shows cancelled due to Co-
rona,” she says. “That was quickly followed by The 
Script, who cancelled because someone in the 
touring party had caught Covid. Then the dom-
ino effect really started to kick in.” 

As she tells it, every day two or three more 
tours would cancel as the reality of the situation 
began to outweigh optimism that the whole 
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Arenas Report_FeatureFeature_Arenas Report

OPERATION 
PHOENIX

Scientists and epidemiologists 
predict that the winter 
months will see another peak 
in cases of Covid-19, so as 
arena management around 
the world draw up plans to 
cope with their busiest year 
ever, Gordon Masson, with 
the help of the European 
Arenas Association, learns 
about some of the strategies 
to reopen venues – and keep 
them open…

M
ajor concerts and tours are tak-
ing place throughout North 
America and Europe, but scratch 
the surface and it’s obvious that 
the coronavirus pandemic is far 
from over, as many territories 
still have social distancing re-
strictions in place, or outright 
bans on mass gatherings. 

In the UK, meanwhile, the entire business is 
awaiting the findings of the Manchester Arena 
Inquiry, although the ramifications of that will 
doubtless have an international impact, too.

Nevertheless, a cursory chat with anyone in the 
arenas sector yields similar responses: venues are 
massively oversubscribed for 2022 and 2023, and 
the volume of shows and tours in the diary mostly 
surpasses the levels of business enjoyed in 2019. 

European Arenas Association (EAA) presi-
dent Olivier Toth notes that, as the restrictions 
change on a regular basis, the association’s re-
cent survey of its members only captures a mo-
ment in time – in this case, 25 November. Given 
that the survey was conducted before the omi-
cron variant became an issue, the data is certain 
to change in the coming days and weeks.

“I was hoping that things would change and 
everybody would be able to reopen, go to full ca-
pacity and all of that good stuff. Yeah. But unfor-
tunately, it’s the other way round. So it remains 
complicated,” says Toth.

Nevertheless, Toth believes the EAA survey 
was important to gauge the disparity of restric-
tions throughout the organisation’s membership 
– and indeed, all 36 members of the EAA sub-
mitted data to help in that regard. 

“In capacity restrictions, we see strong differ-
ences between the northern part of Europe and 
the southern part of Europe,” he reports. “In 
northern venues and western venues, nobody has 
restrictions. In the south, however, we see no re-
strictions for 56% of our colleagues, while 44% do 
have to work with restrictions. In central Europe 
it’s 75% working with restrictions, while in eastern 
Europe, it’s similan with 71% having to deal with 
capacity restrictions.” (See charts on pages 38 & 42)

“Those restrictions will, again, be variable, 
and there it becomes very complex because they 
change between countries, but they also change 
between regions. One example that struck me: 
we were talking to friends [at an arena in south-
ern Europe] and whereas in my part of Europe 
everybody thinks and believes that Covid digital 
certificates are the way out for our sector, this 
particular venue doesn’t use them. They’re not 
going to check [certificates] at the entrance, at 
least not at a time when they participated in the 
survey. But, on the other hand, they need to keep 
the bars closed. They need to keep wearing masks 
and seated shows are mandatory. So no standing.”

Such disparities mean that coming up with 
an overarching guideline to help arenas across 

the continent to reopen, is – at present – an im-
possible task.

That’s certainly the case for some of the ma-
jor venue operators, internationally.

Ron Bension, president and CEO of ASM 
Global, notes that while there is no set plan to 
cover every arena in the company’s portfolio, 
that network of venues provides its own cumu-
lative strength. “When [the pandemic] initially 
happened, the focus was on cleanliness, contain-
ing the air and those kinds of things to ensure 
that people were safe and that people didn’t get 
[the virus]. That’s evolved through the interven-
ing 18 months, and reopening is more about vac-
cines, tests, face masks, crowd size.

“The good thing about ASM Global is we’ve 
got more than 300 buildings around the world, 
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REPORT

INTERNATIONAL TICKETING
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I
n years gone by, IQ’s annual examina-
tion of the ticketing business has merit-
ed a standalone book – the International 
Ticketing Yearbook (ITY). However, the 
pandemic decimated the business, glob-

ally, with many operations forced to run with a 
skeleton staff that had to deal with the thousands 
of postponed and rescheduled shows and events, 
often multiple times, as well as the complexity of 
refunds and/or voucher schemes.

As the countdown to 2022 begins in earnest, 
the ticketing sector was among the first in the live 
entertainment sector to start bringing its employ-
ees back into the workplace. And the results have 
been phenomenal. On-sales such as Ed Sheeran 
and Coldplay have both seen more than a million 
tickets snapped up, while hundreds of artists and 
acts are planning to hit the road, meaning many 
venues are experiencing seven-days-a-week book-
ings for the first time in their history.

Covid willing, 2022 should be a record-break-

been standard, we will see this after the pandem-
ic. As digitalisation continues, we will be able to 
offer exciting new products. One example is the 
EVENTIM.Pass digital ticket, which has already 
been used for Ed Sheeran's European tour.”

Ruoff explains that EVENTIM.Pass tickets 
can only be resold via the company’s official re-
sale platform, fanSALE, “which means they are 
fully traceable,” he says. “It is an important con-
tribution in the fight against the unauthorised 
secondary ticket market.”

Jamie Scahill, head of marketing for Skiddle, 
says even clients that were reluctant to adopt digi-
tal and paperless systems are now changing direc-
tion. “For example, during the pandemic, Skiddle 
provided ticketing for local football clubs in the 
UK using our RapidScan ticket scanning app soft-
ware to provide contactless entry,” he says. “Such 
clubs had not adopted paperless entry pre-pan-
demic and this trend is looking set to continue 
across a range of sectors in the events industry.”

ing year for the live events industry. But there 
are still significant territories operating under 
pandemic restrictions, and the prospect of more 
virulent variants of Covid-19 emerging over the 
winter months in the northern hemisphere re-
mains an all-too-real threat for promoters and 
event organisers everywhere.

Setting such concerns aside, momentarily, IQ 
spoke with a number of leading industry exec-
utives about the challenges – past, present, and 
future – to gauge the health of the international 
ticketing business.

CHANGING LANDSCAPE 

The impact of the coronavirus pandemic is driv-
ing seismic changes in the ticketing sector world-
wide, acting as a catalyst for digitisation but also 
prompting certain operators to question their 
participation in the business. 

Ticketmaster president, Mark Yovich, says, 

That’s a development that Richard Howle 
from The Ticket Factory welcomes. But he rec-
ognises that economic hardship has taken its 
toll. “Commercially, it has made us more risk 
averse,” he admits. “I know that some promoters 
and organisers are struggling to get advances as 
the ticketing industry becomes more cautious.

“The reality of the liabilities that ticket com-
panies carry in the event of cancellation has re-
ally hit home during the pandemic and that will 
reflect attitudes and commercial decisions going 
forward, particularly for new promoters and 
event organisers,” he warns.

The advantages of digital tickets are crucial 
to Fair Ticket Solutions, whose founder & CEO, 
Alan Gelfand, notes, “The need to know the 
identity of every attendee has finally come to 
fruition. This will ultimately move the industry 
to a futuristic goal of some form of biometrics 
becoming an attendee’s ticket, such as their face 
or palm. Additionally, an attendee’s health sta-

“We’ve been leading the move to mobile tickets 
for some time now, but the pandemic has fast-
tracked their adoption industry-wide. The bene-
fits were always there but are even more clear-cut 
in a post-Covid world.”

He explains, “For the fan it provides a con-
venient and frictionless experience. For the 
event organiser, more insight than ever before. 
In the past when someone would buy four tick-
ets, it was a matter of guessing who those other 
three tickets went to. Now we know who walks 
through the door and can serve them up a more 
personalised and enjoyable experience from the 
moment the ticket lands in their Ticketmaster 
account right through to showtime.”

Digital services are also a priority for CTS 
Eventim chief operating officer Alexander Ruoff. 
“The entire industry must work to get fans back 
to shows in similar numbers to 2019,” he says. 
“Ticketing will become even more digital. In 
markets where electronic entry-control has not 

tus will now have to be linked to their ticket or 
else physical checks will still have to be applied at 
gate entry causing delays nobody wants.”

While debates over biometric tickets will be 
a feature of industry conferences in the months 
ahead, the pandemic has also caused untold fi-
nancial damage to the ticketing sector, meaning 
that some of the smaller operators in particular 
may not re-emerge.

“The pandemic has weakened the players 
who were in a more challenging position, no-
tably in terms of cash flow,” states Weezevent 
CEO Pierre-Henri Deballon. “It also highlight-
ed the difficulties of some players in managing 
high-volume refunds, while it has underlined 
the advantages of having access to more flexible 
and adaptable technology like Weezevent.”

Benjamin Leaver, CEO, Event Genius & Fe-
sticket, claims that event organisers who adopt 
contactless and cashless technology will benefit. 
“A survey we did recently revealed that over 70% 

The past two years have been turbulent for the global ticketing business, but 
with consumer demand for live events now at an all-time peak, the challenges of 
fulfilling the most packed event schedule in history will test ticketers to the hilt. 

Gordon Masson talks to the experts…

Given that it will be five 
years since Adele last 

performed live, it is no 
surprise that her 2022 

shows have been selling 
out within minutes.

2022 will see  a return to print for IQ, at the same time building on our learnings  
through the pandemic to deliver the best of physical and digital offerings across  
IQ’s various platforms.



LATEST READER STATS
Total users in 2021: 424,824
Unique users per month 2021: 35,402  
Page views 2021: 938,189

WHAT WE DO
IQ MAGAZINE | IQ-MAG.NET | IQ INDEX
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IQ-MAG.NET
Daily news From the global live music industry
Features Written exclusively for the website, and 
taken from the latest issue of the magazine
Video Video stories from across the global live music 
business
Comment Professionals write directly to their peers 
on key issues and topics 
Jobs The latest jobs from across the live music 
ecosystem
Events Detailed previews of industry events and 
conferences

IQ INDEX
Our daily email newsletter Featuring the best  
of the day’s news, features, and jobs – read by  
over 15,000 subscribers.

Unique Open Rates: 30%+

IQ SOCIALS

IQ is active across social media, distributing content 
to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram. 

Additionally, our monthly ‘New Music’ Spotify playlist 
showcases the best in new music and signings from 
our international agency partners.



OUR AUDIENCE

15%
NORTH

AMERICA

25%
UK 35%

EUROPE

5%
MIDDLE 

EAST2%
AFRICA

6%
ASIA

5%
AUSTRALIA &
NEW ZEALAND

7%
SOUTH

AMERICA

Who they are
n Concert promoters
n Festival organisers
n Booking agents
n Artist managers
n Venue operators
n Ticketing companies
n Production suppliers
n Professional services
n Trade associations
n Tech companies
n Show producers
n Record labels/ 
 publishers
n Press, radio & TV

Where they are

Reader sample
n AEG Live
n ASM Global
n C3 Presents
n CAA
n CTS Eventim
n DEAG AG
n Driift
n FKP Scorpio
n Frontier Touring Company
n Glastonbury Festival
n Hearby
n ID&T
n Live Nation (all markets)
n LiveNow
n Moment House
n Move Concerts
n Oak View Group
n Roskilde
n SFX Entertainment
n SJM Concerts
n The O2 Arena
n Ticketmaster
n United Talent Agency
n Universal Music
n Wassermans
n WME Agency
n X-ray Touring
n Yourope

“I very much look forward to each  
IQ magazine – it contains great  
stories and some funny gossip!”
Thomas Johansson, Live Nation
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WHY ADVERTISE

Highly Targeted
If you or your company are suppliers of services to 
the live music industry, then IQ is the most efficient 
gateway to relay your message to the industry’s 
decision makers. 

Respected Specialist Title
Whether an agent promoting your artists; a venue 
planning and confirming your programme; or a 
festival profiling your event, your business or product 
will be brought directly to the attention of those who 
can help make your business a success.

Competitive Rates
Our rates are highly competitive, with attractive 
discounts for packages across print and digital,  
and series bookings.

Exclusive Readership
Our readers – including a large number of paid 
subscribers – are actively engaged in our content 
across our platforms, ensuring sharp focus on your 
marketing campaigns. 

Unrivalled Brand Association
Partnering or advertising with IQ will see your brand 
aligned with IQ’s unrivalled authority within the live 
music industry.

Double Digital Impact
Our digital campaigns, whether content- or advert-
led, run across IQ-mag.net and our Index newsletter, 
giving you twice the impact.

“In an industry that moves so fast, IQ gives a concise 
overview of what’s going on across all areas of the 
business. It’s a vital and informative read.”
Emma Banks, CAA

“IQ is a thoroughly enjoyable read and has more  
up-to-date and relevant information in every issue. 
I look forward to receiving it.”
Stuart Galbraith, Kilimanjaro Live
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RATES
IQ MAGAZINE

RATES 1 ISSUE

DPS £5,490
FULL PAGE £2,790
HALF PAGE £1,650
QUARTER PAGE £990

SPECIAL POSITIONS 1 ISSUE

INSIDE FRONT £3,060
INSIDE BACK £2,990
OUTSIDE BACK £4,950

Loose insert (per 1,000): £500
Minimum insertion: 2,000
Guaranteed RHP/FM: +20%

PLEASE SUPPLY HI-RES PDF OR JPG FILES @ 300 DPI

All prices are listed excluding VAT. Any advertising 
placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and 
conditions. These can be read in full at: 
iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions

DPS
For DPS specs please contact us

HALF PAGE VERTICAL (HPV)
TRIM (h)237mm x (w)84mm

QUARTER PAGE ISLAND (QPI)
TRIM (h)113mm x (w)84mm

FULL PAGE
BLEED (h)266mm x (w)216mm
TRIM (h)260mm x (w)210mm
TYPE (h)232mm x (w)183.6mm

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL (HPH)
TRIM (h)113mm x (w)183.6mm

QUARTER PAGE  
HORIZONTAL (QPH)
TRIM (h)56.5mm x (w)183.6mm
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RATES
WEBSITE & INDEX

All website advertising includes rotating banners in IQ Index 
(the daily digital newsletter for the live music industry).

IQ-mag.net is a responsive site, built to display on
multiple devices, so we require adverts sized for desktop, 
mobile and Index.

Index Banner (h)132px x (w) 598px: file size must not  
exceed 99KB

Animated gifs: File size must not exceed 300K.
A maximum of 5-second rotation is allowed.
Java Applets and CGI Scripting are not supported.

1 MONTH 2 MONTHS 3 MONTHS

SUPER LEADERBOARD £2,000 £1,800 £1,600
MPU £1,500 £1,350 £1,200
BANNER £995 £900 £825

Rate includes advert placement on website, and rotation in daily Index emails during 
period. All website adverts are sold on rotation (up to 3x)

PLEASE SUPPLY ALL ARTWORK AS 72DPI, RGB FILES
All prices are listed excluding VAT

Any advertising placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
These can be read in full at: iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions

DESKTOP (h)200px x (w)900px
MOBILE (h)349px x (w)456px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px

DESKTOP (h)151px x (w)376px
MOBILE (h)97px x (w)241px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px (<99KB)

DESKTOP (h)310px x (w)376px
MOBILE (h)198px x (w)241px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px
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RATES
PRINT & DIGITAL PACKAGES

All packages include:
1 issue of IQ magazine
1 month on IQ-mag.net
1 month on IQ Index

For advertising options for our annual publications 
– including the International Ticketing Yearbook and 
European Arena Yearbook – please contact us.

Package for one advertiser per magazine feature: 
Full page + Digital + Roadblock on chosen ad sites 
for digitally-repurposed editorial feature 1 MONTH

Full page + Super leaderboard £4,450

Full page + MPU £3,950

Half page + MPU £2,650
“The quality of the services we received was 
great. The banner helped us to reach new 
possibilities inside the music industry.”
Francis Casado, 3D Digital Venue

All prices are listed excluding VAT

Any advertising placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
These can be read in full at: iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions
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“Our digital marketing campaign with IQ was 
fantastic for keeping our name out there in 
the music industry.”
Lizzy Templer, Premier Aviation

iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions


RATES
PROMOTED CONTENT & RECRUITMENT

RECRUITMENT

PROMOTED CONTENT
IQ’s editorial team will work with you to craft 
compelling promoted content for IQ Magazine 
or IQ-mag.net and Index, finding the perfect 
angle to interest readers. With our significant 
reach across all platforms, our packages will 
give you real stand out for a highly-targeted 
audience (Social support for all promoted 
content on our Facebook and Twitter pages). 

Package includes the cost of content 
origination, with banners sold on up to  
3x rotation

CONTENT PARTNERSHIP
IQ offers the opportunity for selected 
companies to partner with us on content 
strands. This may be an existing, popular 
content strand such as ‘New Signings’ or ‘Your 
Shout’. It may be a brand new content strand, 
tailored to suit your brand strategy. Each 
piece of content will feature your branding, 
adverts and clearly feature a co-branded “in 
partnership with…” title. 
POA.

(Social support for all promoted content on our Facebook and Twitter pages).
Package includes the cost of content origination, with banners sold on up to 3x rotation.

Advertise your job to 20,000+ live music industry professionals in over 60 markets.
Job adverts cost £250 per month, including display on the IQ website and Index, and 
inclusion in IQ’s weekly Latest Jobs email sent to our whole mailing list. 
Discounts are available for long-term and multiple adverts – see page 7 for details.

Submit your job via the IQ website here.

PROMOTED CONTENT 1 MONTH
IQ Magazine + Online Promoted Content, + Super Leaderboard
(inc. £200 production charge)

£6,000

Online Promoted Content + Super Leaderboard £3,500

Online Promoted Content + MPU £1,950

Online Promoted Content + Banner £1,450

Jobs listing £250

All prices are listed excluding VAT

Any advertising placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
These can be read in full at: iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions
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https://iq-mag.net/submit-a-job
iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions


CONTACT US

Whatever your marketing 
budget dictates, IQ offers a 
cost-effective way to reach the 
largest professional audience 
in the global live music and 
entertainment space.

Gareth Ospina
Advertising Manager
Gareth@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 0304

Gordon Masson
Editor
Gordon@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 0303

James Hanley
News Editor
James@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 3288

Lisa Henderson
Deputy News Editor
Lisa@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)7801 866155

For bookings or more information on the 
best options to get your campaign, company 
or product noticed, please contact:

Live Music Intelligence IQ-mag.net
Unit 31, Tileyard Road, London, N7 9AH, United Kingdom

For editorial, please contact:
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